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Advanced robust control techniques
for the stabilization of translational
oscillator with rotational actuator
based barge-type OFWT
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Abstract
In recent times, renewable energy demand is rapidly increasing worldwide. Offshore wind energy is one of the alterna-
tive solutions to the problems posed by non-renewable energy resources. The kinetic energy of the wind is converted
to mechanical energy by using an offshore floating wind turbine (OFWT). The efficiency of the OFWT is dependent
upon the vibrational effect induced by the environment. In this paper, for the mitigation of this vibrational effect, a new
model of barge-type OFWT is designed by using an active control strategy called translational oscillator with a rotational
actuator (TORA). The disturbance observer (DO) based advanced control techniques including robust backstepping sliding
mode control (BSMC), backstepping integral sliding mode control (BISMC), backstepping nonsingular terminal sliding mode
control (BNTSMC), and a new backstepping integral nonsingular terminal sliding mode control (BINTSMC) technique, are
devised for the stabilization of OFWT model. The comparison of these techniques is carried out by using MATLAB/
SIMULINK which validates the feasibility and correctness of the proposed OFWT model and control techniques.
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Introduction

The requirement of clean and renewable energy is
becoming necessary around the world due to climate
change and the growing energy demand. Wind energy
seeks the attention of researchers in recent years and
has become the most promising renewable energy
resource.1 Typically, the land-based wind turbines are
the source of mostly generated wind power, which is
generally installed in sparsely populated and vast areas.
In many countries, residents live in coastal areas, where
offshore wind energy is easily attainable as compare to
land.2 The speed of the offshore wind is normally faster
and steadier than on land. Generally, a 15-mph wind
turbine generates twice the energy as compared to a 12-
mph wind turbine which means, a small increase in
wind speed can cause large energy production. Due to
the steadier supply of wind, the wind turbines have
been gradually shifted to coastal areas. Since the last
decade, mostly wind power turbine setup is established
in a shallow sea,3 but it is mostly criticized due to
visual, noise pollution, high construction costs, and
complex structures.4 To eradicate these issues, offshore

floating wind turbines (OFWT) were installed in the
deep-sea area. In the deep-sea area, it is easy to estab-
lish a large wind farm by joining tens to hundreds of
floating wind turbines for the improvement of power
generation efficiency. For the development of the off-
shore wind energy system, the wind turbine structure
has paramount importance. Nearshore fixed-bottom
and deep-sea offshore floating wind turbines are the
two broad categories of wind turbines being used.5 The
suction bucket, gravity-based structure, and monopile
are the well-known fixed-bottom nearshore wind tur-
bines.4 In the shallow sea application, these structures
are considered suitable but due to their higher cost,
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they are not desirable for more than approximately 60m.
Therefore, for deep-sea applications, barge type platform,
tension-leg platform, and spar platforms are floating wind
turbines that use mooring lines as the supporting structure
and can be installed up to 900m into the deeper water.6

Nonetheless, offshore floating wind turbine structures are
still at an initial development stage and they are being
tested with a scale model in the laboratory or real condi-
tion with a proof-of-concept study.

The harsh marine environment induces an extreme
load onto the offshore floating wind turbines and
causes the vibration effect.7 It is challenging for
designers to mitigate the vibration effect from the tur-
bine, which is responsible for large tilt motion that
results in the huge load at the tower bottom and blade
roots. Thus, to reduce or mitigate the vibration effect
from such types of structures, some control tech-
niques have been developed for the last few decades.8,9

In general, there are three main strategies of control
structures that are usually adopted to design the con-
trol technique including passive control, semi-active
control, and active control.8 Control structure that
uses constant parameters and no energy input is called
passive structural control. The basic example of pas-
sive structure control is a tuned mass damper (TMD),
where its working principle is to absorb the energy
from the entire natural frequency of the structure.10

To achieve better performance and more flexibility
than the passive structure control, the authors have
applied a semi-active control approach for minimizing
structure vibration.11 The semi-active control
approach uses the feedback through sensor output,
which measures the structure response and tunes the
parameters of the device with a proper control algo-
rithm. Among the three control techniques, the active
structure control is more efficient.9,12 The active con-
trol can be categorized into hybrid mass damper
(HMD) and active mass damper (AMD). In a hybrid
mass damper control method, a controlled force
actuator is attached to TMD for achieving better
results.10 The combination of mass and actuator in
such a way that the actuator provides both damping
and restoring forces on the mass is called an active
mass damper, where the control algorithm is designed
to control the actuator force.13

Murtagh et al.14 used the tuned mass damper tech-
nique for the vibration control of wind turbines. Where
the authors have concluded that by tuning the tuned
mass damper properly with the predominant frequency,
the reduction in the vibration can be achieved. The
author, Stewart15 has worked on four offshore wind
turbines by using TMD for reducing environmental
loads. Moreover, the author has provided a detailed
analysis of the OFWT dynamics. Most of the previous
literature for the stabilization of the offshore wind tur-
bine is based on passive control techniques.16,17 The
authors Huang et al.18 and Arrigan et al.19 used the

retuned semi-active TMDs in real-time using the short-
time Fourier Transform control technique for reducing
the vibrations of wind turbine blades. To reduce the
vibrational effect from the nacelle/tower of the spar
type floating wind turbine, Dinh et al.20 studied the
effect of single and multiple semi-active TMDs. In other
studies, the authors have carried out the comparison of
TMD and semi-active TMD for the effective oscillation
attenuation from offshore wind turbines.21,22 Lackner
et al.6 briefly explain possible structure control tech-
niques. Additionally, the authors have discussed the
effect of barge-type offshore floating wind turbines by
using a hybrid mass damper into the nacelle. Si and
Karimi23 has designed a gain scheduling H2=H‘ state
feedback controller for HMD and installed it at the top
of the spar-type floating wind turbine for load mitiga-
tion purpose. The hybrid mass damper technique is
analyzed and compared with the passive TMD control
technique in several research articles.24,25 They have
investigated that the HMD control approach for the
alleviation of the floating wind turbine oscillation is
better than the passive TMD.

The mechanical systems having less control input
than the number of configuration variables are called
underactuated mechanical systems. Such types of sys-
tems are very appealing due to their cost-efficiency since
there are fewer actuators to be dealt with. However, the
control design for the underactuated systems is a chal-
lenging task as compared to fully actuated systems. The
underactuated system has become an attractive research
area for the last three decades due to energy saving,
increasing the system flexibility, and reducing the cost
factor.26 In this article, the OFWT is modeled by
Translational Oscillator with Rotating Actuator
(TORA) which is an underactuated nonlinear system.
Here the idea is: considering the body of OFWT as the
translational cart and adding a rotor into the nacelle
yield a kind of TORA. The TORA is an active mass
damper (AMD) control scheme, which consists of an
unactuated transnational cart and an actuated eccentric
rotational proof mass, as shown in Figure 1. In TORA,
the angular position of the rotor is controlled by using
torque as controlled input. This will eventually result in
the stabilization of the translational position of the cart.
Initially, the TORA was planned to simplify the dual-
spin spacecraft model27 for capturing the resonance
phenomenon and achieving the successful despin man-
euver. In Yu et al.,28 the authors have studied TORA as
an AMD, for vibration control of the building. There
have been several linear and nonlinear control tech-
niques devised for TORA. Since the TORA consists of
non-linearities for which the linear control techniques
fail. The feedback linearization technique is also used
for TORA, but it is not robust against model uncertain-
ties. Consequently, a more sophisticated control algo-
rithm like backstepping is proposed for the stabilization
of TORA. Moreover, different researchers have applied
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robust control algorithms like sliding mode control
technique, integral sliding mode control, and terminal
sliding mode control on TORA.29–33

To cancel out or suppress the effect of perturbation
or disturbances is an important part of the non-linear
control systems. In Yang et al.,34 Raach et al.,35 and
Zhang et al.,36 different researchers have used the vari-
ous non-linear control algorithms like fuzzy control,
model predictive control, sliding mode control to pre-
vent the disturbance effect from the OFWT model. As
the sliding mode control is robust to matched distur-
bances and sensitive to mismatched disturbances. So it
is difficult to handle mismatched disturbances without
applying any disturbance observer. In Shtessel et al.37

and Li et al.,38 different methods of estimation and
rejection of matched and mismatched disturbances with
robust control techniques are described. The main con-
tribution of this research work is, to introduce TORA
as an active control approach in the field of the offshore
floating wind turbine by considering the body of
OFWT as a translational cart and adding a rotor into
the nacelle yielding a kind of TORA, where the mathe-
matical model of new proposed TORA based barge-
type OFWT is established by using Lagrange equations.
Here, we have developed four disturbance observer (DO)
based robust control algorithms for the proposed OFWT
model stabilization and also present a comparative analysis
of DO based backstepping sliding mode control, DO based
backstepping integral sliding mode control, DO based back-
stepping nonsingular terminal sliding mode control, and
DO based new backstepping integral nonsingular terminal
sliding mode control techniques. Through theoretically and
MATLAB simulations, we have verified the correctness of
the proposed OFWT model and control techniques. This
new TORA based barge-type OFWT model and the use of
DO based new backstepping integral nonsingular terminal
sliding mode control, has differentiate this work with the
previous research work.

The rest of the paper includes the following headings
which are: Dynamics of TORA based barge-type OFWT,
Disturbance observer based robust control design tech-
niques in which Finite-time nonlinear DO, DO based
BSMC, DO based BISMC, DO based BNTSMC, and

DO based BINTSMC are included, Simulation results
with discussions and Conclusion respectively.

Dynamics of TORA based barge-type
offshore floating wind turbine

This research work has taken a simplified model of
National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) 5-
MW barge-type OFWT16 with three-degree of freedom
(3-DOF). The rigid bodies in the model consist of a
barge-type platform (40m3 40m3 10m), tower (90m
hub height), and a rotating proof-mass, which is placed
outside the nacelle (18m3 6m3 6m) along the negative
z-axis direction. In Figure 2, it can be seen that the
oscillating body of OFWT is considered as TORA
unactuated translating cart, while the addition of a
proof-mass actuator in nacelle yields TORA active
mass damper. This proposed model is based on 3-DOF
motion, that is, pitch: the motion of the platform, fore-
aft bending: the motion of tower, rotational movement
of the proof-mass, and following assumptions:

Assumption 116: It is assumed that the dynamics and
DOF of the OFWT rotor, gearbox, and generator are
not considered in this modeling.
Assumption 215,16: The small-angle approximations are
considered for the platform pitch motion and the tower
fore-aft motion that they would not exceed 10� around
its equilibrium position even in the heaviest wind and
wave loading’s.
Assumption 3: It is assumed that the proof-mass actuator
would not exceed 90� from its normal equilibrium position
(zero) due to the small-angle approximation of OFWT.

The tower is treated as a linear rigid rotating beam,
which is hinged at origin ‘‘O’’. The origin O of the coor-
dinate system xyz axes is located at the joint hinge
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center of the tower and platform. The mb is the mass of
barge, having a moment of inertia Ib and Lb is the
length from the joint hinge center to the center of the
platform, while the constants: kb, kt and db, dt repre-
sents the supporting spring stiffness and damping coef-
ficient of the respective barge-type platform and tower.
The mt is the mass of the tower, having a moment of
inertia It and Lt is the length of the tower from joint
hinge center to the center of the nacelle, while ‘t is the
distance from joint hinge to the tower center of mass and g
is the gravitational force. The net mass of eccentric rotational
proof-mass is mp=mp 1

+mp 2
, where mp 1

is the mass of
proof-mass and mp 2

is the mass of rod through which
proof-mass is attached. This eccentric rotational proof-mass
has a moment of inertia Ip about its center of mass, where
its attached rod length is Lp from a point tp, while tp is the
control input, applied to the proof-mass actuator. Let ub, ut,
up, and _ub, _ut, _up shows the angular position and angular
velocity of the barge platform, tower, and the rotational
proof-mass actuator of the nacelle, respectively.

After thoroughly reviewing and grasping the work-
ing principle of TORA active mass damper control
strategy and applying onto the OFWT, the mathemati-
cal model of TORA based barge-type floating wind
turbine is derived by using Euler Lagrange equation of
motion. Such that, the TT is the total kinetic energy of
the system and PT is the total potential energy of the
system, where the total kinetic energy TT is a sum of
kinetic energy (KE) of the barge-type floating platform
Tmb

, KE of tower Tmt
, and KE of the rotational proof-

mass actuator Tmp
as follows:

Kinetic Energy:

Tm b
=

1

2
Ib _u2

b ð1Þ

Tm t
=

1

2
It _u

2
t ð2Þ

Tm p
=

1

2
mp

d

dt
Lt sin utð Þ+ d

dt
Lp sin up

� �� �2
"

+
d

dt
Lt cos utð Þ+ d

dt
Lp cos up

� �� �2
#
+

1

2
Ip _u2

p

=
1

2
mpL

2
t
_u2
t +

1

2
mpL

2
p + Ip

� �
_u2
p

+mpLtLp
_ut

_up cos ut � up

� �
ð3Þ

The total KE can be written as

TT =Tm b
+Tm t

+Tm p

=
1

2
Ib _u2

b +
1

2
mpL

2
t + It

� �
_u2
t +

1

2
mpL

2
p + Ip

� �
_u2
p

+mpLtLp
_ut

_up cos ut � up

� �
ð4Þ

Similarly, the total potential energy PT is a sum of
potential energy (PE) of the barge-type floating plat-
form Pm b

, PE of tower Pm t
, and PE of the rotational

proof-mass actuator Pm p
as follows:

Potential Energy:

Pm b
=

1

2
kbu2

b �mbgLb cos ub ð5Þ

Pm t
=

1

2
kt ut � ubð Þ2 +mtg‘t cos ut ð6Þ

Pm p
=mpg Lt cos ut � Lp cos up

� �
ð7Þ

The total PE can be written as

PT =Pm b
+Pm t

+Pm p

=
1

2
kbu

2
b +

1

2
kt ut � ubð Þ2 +mtg‘t cos ut

�mbgLb cos ub +mpg(Lt cos ut � Lp cos up)

ð8Þ

Thus, the Lagrangian of the system is given by

L=TT � PT

=
1

2
Ib _u2

b +
1

2
mpL

2
t + It

� �
_u2
t +

1

2
ðmpL

2
p + IpÞ _u2

p

+mpLtLp
_ut

_up cos ut � up

� �
� 1

2
kbu

2
b

� 1

2
kt ut � ubð Þ2 +mbgLb cos ub

� mpLt +mt‘t
� �

g cos ut +mpgLp cos up

ð9Þ

The Euler-Lagrange equations of motion for the pro-
posed TORA based barge-type floating wind turbine
model can be written as

d

dt

∂

∂ _ub

Lð Þ
� �

� ∂

∂ub
Lð Þ=Qu b

ð10Þ

d

dt

∂

∂ _ut

Lð Þ
� �

� ∂

∂ut
Lð Þ=Qu t

ð11Þ

d

dt

∂

∂ _up

Lð Þ
 !

� ∂

∂up
Lð Þ= tp ð12Þ

where tp is the control input and Qu b
, Qu t

are the non-
potential forces of the platform and tower, as follows:

Qu b
= � dt _ub + dt _ut � db _ub

Qu t
= dt _ub � dt _ut

So, after solving the Euler-Lagrange equations of
motion for TORA based barge-type floating wind tur-
bine model, we have achieved the following dynamics

Ib€ub + db _ub � dt _ut � _ub

� �
+mbgLb sin ub + kbub

�kt ut � ubð Þ=0
mpL

2
t + It

� �
€ut +mpLtLp cos ut � up

� �
€up

+mpLtLp sin ut � up

� �
_u2
p + dt _ut � _ub

� �
� mpLt +mt‘t
� �

g sin ut + kt ut � ubð Þ=0

mpL
2
p + Ip

� �
€up +mpLtLp cos ut � up

� �
€ut

�LtLpmp sin ut � up

� �
_u2
t + gLpmp sin up = tp

8>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>:

ð13Þ
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The equation (13) can be represented in a compact form
as follows:

M }ð Þ€}+C }, _}ð Þ _}+G }ð Þ=Uc ð14Þ

where

}= ub ut up

� 	T
,

M }ð Þ=
h0 0 0
0 h2 h7
0 h7 h5

2
4

3
5,

C }, _}ð Þ=
db + dt �dt 0
�dt dt h8 _up

0 �h8 _ut 0

2
4

3
5,

G }ð Þ=
ht sin ub + kbub � kt ut � ubð Þ
�h4 sin ut + kt ut � ubð Þ

h6 sin up

2
4

3
5,

Uc =

0
0
tp

2
4

3
5:

The following constant parameters used in a compact
form are: kb, kt, db, dt, h0 = Ib, h1 =mbgLb,
h2 = mpL

2
t + It

� �
, h3=mpLtLp, h4 = mpLt +mt‘t

� �
g,

h5=mpL
2
p + Ip, h6 =mpgLp, where we can further

define: h7 = h3 cos (ut � up), h8 = h3 sin (ut � up).
The Table 1 presents the value of different constant

parameters, which are mostly chosen from reference
paper16 due to the same structure of barge-type OFWT.
The small-angle approximation for platform and tower
are defined as: sin ub = ub, sin ut = ut, cos ub =1, and
cos ut =1. In the compact form (14), } is the configura-
tion variable vector of the proposed TORA based
barge-type OFWT system, the actuated variable up is
the angular position of the proof-mass, and two unactu-
ated variables ub, ut are the angular position of the
barge-type platform and tower respectively. Since there
is only one actuated configuration variable that can
control all the three configuration variables, hence, the
proposed OFWT system is an underactuated system.
Here, M }ð Þ is the inertia matrix, C }, _}ð Þ shows the
Coriolis and centrifugal force matrix, G }ð Þ is the poten-
tial energy matrix and Uc is the control input vector,
respectively.

By assuming the proposed OFWT system states as

x= xa xb xc xd xe xf
� 	T

= ½ub _ub ut _ut up _up�T,
we can rewrite our proposed OFWT model (13) into a
general affine form, such as

_x= p xð Þ+ q xð Þu ð15Þ

we have

p xð Þ=

xb
p1(x)
xd
p2(x)
xf
p3(x)

2
6666664

3
7777775
, q xð Þ=

0
q1(x)
0

q2(x)
0

q3(x)

2
6666664

3
7777775
, u= tp:

where

p1(x)=
p1

det (M)
, p2(x)=

p2
det (M)

, p3(x)=
p3

det (M)
,

q1(x)=
q1

det (M)
, q2(x)=

q2
det (M)

, q3(x)=
q3

det (M)
,

p1 = �(kb + kt + h1)xa � (db + dt)xbf
+ ktxc + dtxdg3 h2h5 � h23cos

2(xc � xe)

 �

,

q1 =0,

p2 = h0h5f�h3 sin (xc � xe)x
2
f + ktxa:

+(h4 � kt)xc + dtxb � dtxdg � h0h3 cos (xc

�xe) �h6 sinxef + h3 sin (xc � xe)x
2
d

�
,

q2 = � h0h3 cos (xc � xe),

p3 = h0h2 h3 sin (xc � xe)x
2
d � h6 sinxe


 �
� h0h3cos(xc � xe)f�h3 sin (xc � xe)x

2
f :

+ ktxa + dtxb +(h4 � kt)xc � dtxdg,
q3 = h0h2,

det (M)= h0h2h5 � h0h
2
3 cos

2 (xc � xe). 0:

To get equilibrium points of the proposed OFWT
model, let u=0 and p(x)=0. Thus, xb =xd =xf =0,
then p1 =0, p2 =0, and p3 =0. By using this informa-
tion, we can further simplify it, as follows:

�(kb + kt + h1)xa + ktxcf g h2h5 � h23cos
2(xc � xe)


 �
=0

ð16Þ
h0h5 ktxa +(h4 � kt)xcf g+ h0h3h6 cos (xc � xe) sinxe
=0

ð17Þ

Table 1. TORA based barge-type offshore floating wind turbine
parameters.

Parameter
(Units)

Value Description

mb(kg) 61,50,000 Platform mass.
mt(kg) 3,47,460 Tower mass.
mN(kg) 3,50,000 Nacelle mass.
mp 1

(kg) 84,000 Mass of proof-mass.
mp 2

(kg) 42,000 Mass of proof-mass rod.
Lt(m) 90 Tower length.
Lp(m) 6 Proof-mass rod length.
(Lb(m), 0, ‘t(m)) (20.28, 0, 64) Overall center of mass.
Ib(kg 3 m 2) 1,69,45,00,000 Platform inertia.
It(kg 3 m 2) 1,82,17,00,000 Tower inertia.
Ip(kg 3 m 2) 35,28,000 Inertia of proof-mass

rotor.
kb(N= m) 14,17,10,00,000 Spring stiffness of platform.
kt(N= m) 97,99,00,00,000 Spring stiffness of tower.
db(N3 s = m) 3,63,74,00,000 Platform damping

coefficient.
dt(N3 s = m) 2,10,32,00,000 Tower damping coefficient.
g(m = s 2) 9.81 Gravitational acceleration

constant.
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� h0h2h6 sin xe � h0h3cos(xc � xe)

ktxa +(h4 � kt)xcg=0f
ð18Þ

Thus, we have xa=0, xc=0 and xe=ue, where ue=np

and n=0,61,62, ::: such as

xeq = 0, 0, 0, 0, ue, 0½ �T, ue = np, n=0, 61, 62, :::

ð19Þ

The equation (19) shows the equilibrium points of the
proposed OFWT model. As in this paper, we assumed
that the proof-mass actuator would not exceed 90� from
its normal equilibrium point ‘‘0’’, hence, here we only
consider the equilibrium point ue =0 and design differ-
ent control laws for the stabilization of the proposed
OFWT.

DO based robust control design
techniques

In this section, disturbance observer (DO) and four DO
based robust control design techniques, which are: DO
based backstepping sliding mode control (DOBBSMC),
DO based backstepping integral sliding mode control
(DOBBISMC), DO based backstepping nonsingular
terminal sliding mode control (DOBBNTSMC), and
DO based backstepping integral nonsingular terminal
sliding mode control (DOBBINTSMC) are implemen-
ted for the stabilization of OFWT.

Finite-time nonlinear disturbance observer

The general affine form (15) of OFWT with an addition
of bounded disturbance c(t), such that c�= sup c(t)j j
for t. 0 can be written as follows:

_x= p xð Þ+ q xð Þu+c(t) ð20Þ

In Shtessel et al.37 and Li et al.,38 a finite-time nonlinear
disturbance observer is designed for such systems (20)
with the consideration that disturbance is jth differenti-
able and have a Lipshitz constant �h. 0 for cj(t), as
follows:

�_l0 =y0 + _x, �_l1 =y1 , ::: , �_lj�1 =yj�1, �_lj =yj,

y0 = � D0�h
1=(j+1) �l0 � xj jj=(j+1) sgn (�l0 � x)+ �l1,

y1 = � D1�h
1=j �l1 � y0j j(j�1)=j sgn (�l1 � y0)+ �l2,

..

.

yj�1 = � Dj�1�h
1=2 �lj�1 � yj�2
�� ��1=2 sgn (�lj�1 � yj�2)

+ �lj,

yj = � Dj�h sgn (�lj � yj�1),

8>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð21Þ

where Di . 0 (i=0, 1, . . . , j) is the observer design con-
stants and ĉ(t)= �l1 is the estimated disturbance. The

observer/differentiator estimation error stability can be
achieved by combining (20) with (21), as follows:

_j0 = � D0�h
1=(j+1) j0j jj=(j+1) sgn (j0)+ j1,

_j1 = � D1�h
1=j j1 � _j0
�� ��(j�1)=j sgn (j1 � _j0)+ j2,

..

.

_jj�1 = � Dj�1�h
1=2 jj�1 � _jj�2
�� ��1=2 sgn (jj�1 � _jj�2)

+ jj,

_jj 2 �Dj�h sgn (jj � _jj�1)+ ½��h, �h�

8>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>:

ð22Þ

where, finite-time estimation error is j = �l1 � c(t)=0
for tø tf. Now, for achieving hierarchical DO based
sliding mode control scheme, the general affine form of
OFWT (20) can be written into three decomposed
second-order nonlinear subsystems along with
unknown mismatched bounded disturbance cb(t), ct(t),
and cp(t), as follows:

_xa = xb +cb(t)
_xb = p1(x)


_xc = xd +ct(t)
_xd = p2(x)+ q2(x)u


_xe = xf +cp(t)
_xf = p3(x)+ q3(x)u



8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

ð23Þ

These three second-order nonlinear subsystems consist
of state variables xa, xbð Þ, xc, xdð Þ, and xe, xf

� �
,

respectively. The estimated disturbance of cb(t), ct(t),
and cp(t) for subsystem (23) can be obtained, as
follows:

�_l0 =y0 + xb, �_l1 =y1 , �_l2 =y2,

y0 = � D0�h
1=3 �l0 � xaj j2=3 sgn (�l0 � xa)+ �l1,

y1 = � D1�h
1=2 �l1 � y0j j1=2 sgn (�l1 � y0)+ �l2,

y2 = � D2�h sgn (�l2 � y1)

8>>><
>>>:

ð24Þ
�_l3 =y3 + xd, �_l4 =y4 , �_l5 =y5,

y3 = � D3�h
1=3 �l3 � xcj j2=3 sgn (�l3 � xc)+ �l4,

y4 = � D4�h
1=2 l4 � y3j j1=2 sgn (�l4 � y3)+ �l5,

y5 = � D5�h sgn (�l5 � y4)

8>>>><
>>>>:

ð25Þ
�_l6 =y6 + xf, �_l7 =y7 , �_l8 =y8,

y6 = � D6�h
1=3 �l6 � xej j2=3 sgn (�l6 � xe)+ �l7,

y7 = � D7�h
1=2 �l7 � y6j j1=2 sgn (�l7 � y6)+ �l8,

y8 = � D8�h sgn (�l8 � y7)

8>>>><
>>>>:

ð26Þ

where �l1, �l4, and �l7 are the estimated disturbances of
cb(t), ct(t), and cp(t) respectively. Through following
the backstepping31 procedure along with using
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respective finite time estimated disturbance, all these
three second-order subsystems of OFWT can be con-
verted into a new three backstepped second-order non-
linear subsystems. Then, disturbance observer based
four robust switching control law (DOBBSMC,
DOBBISMC, DOBBNTSMC, and DOBBINTSMC)
will be designed by using these three backstepped
second-order nonlinear subsystems. Now, for obtaining
three DO based backstepped second-order nonlinear
subsystems of OFWT from equation (23), we can
define a new state variable for the first subsystem as
follows:

Y1 = xa ð27Þ

A Lyapunov candidate can be defined as

V(Y1)=
1

2
Y2

1 ð28Þ

Taking time derivative and simplifying yields

_V(Y1)=Y1
_Y1 =Y1(xb +cb(t)) ð29Þ

For the stability of Y1, a virtual control input of xb is
introduced as follows:

xb = � G1Y1 � �l1 ð30Þ

where G1 is a positive constant. Now, invoking the vir-
tual control input in (29) yields

_V(Y1)= � G1Y
2
1 � Y1jb ð31Þ

Therefore, with the design of G1 . 0 results a stable
dynamics for Y1. Here jb represents the finite time dis-
turbance error for barge of OFWT , that is
jb = �l1 � cb(t). Now, to change the variable and back-
step, from (30), we can write

Y2 = xb +G1Y1 + �l1 ð32Þ

Hence, the first second-order state space model of
OFWT can be extracted based on back-stepped vari-
ables as follows:

_Y1 =Y2 � G1Y1 � jb
_Y2 = p1(x)+G1(Y2 � G1Y1 � jb)+y1


ð33Þ

Similarly, with the same procedure, the remaining
two second-order state space model of OFWT can be
obtained by selecting variable Y3 = xc, Y5 =xe and
defining Lyapunov candidate V(Y3)=

1
2

Y2
3,

V(Y5)=
1
2 Y2

5 where, Y4 =xd +G2Y3 + �l4, Y6 = xf +
G3Y5 + �l7 respectively, as follows:

_Y3 =Y4 � G2Y3 � jt
_Y4 = p2(x)+ q2(x)u+G2(Y4 � G2Y3 � jt)+y4


ð34Þ

and

_Y5 =Y6 � G3Y5 � jp
_Y6 = p3(x)+ q3(x)u+G3(Y6 � G3Y5 � jp)+y7

(

ð35Þ

where G2, G3 are the positive design constants and jt, jp
represents the finite time disturbance error for tower
and proof-mass actuator of OFWT respectively, such
as jt = �l4 � ct(t), jp = �l7 � cp(t). By using equations
(33)–(35), we can derive DO based backstepping sliding
mode control schemes.

DO based backstepping sliding mode control

In industry and academia, a Lyapunov-based sliding
mode control is a well known robust control method
for nonlinear systems. Backstepping is another non-
linear control technique, which requires accurate mod-
eling information, while SMC has a robust property
for system uncertain parameters. Through following
the Lyapunov stability theory, sliding mode control
develop a switching control law, which converges the
system forcefully to the sliding surface while trapping
the system within a boundary layer near the sliding sur-
face. To enhance the robustness of SMC, we have
designed a disturbance observer-based backstepping
hierarchical sliding mode control algorithm. For this,
we can choose three sub-sliding mode surfaces corre-
sponding to the three backstepped subsystems (33)–
(35) respectively, as follows:

z1 =saY1 +sbY2 ð36Þ
z2 =scY3 +sdY4 ð37Þ
z3 =seY5 +sfY6 ð38Þ

where sa,sb,sc,sd,se, and sf are the positive sliding
mode surface control parameters. Through hierarchical
sliding mode control method,29 we can take total slid-
ing mode surface and its derivative as follows:

zT = z1 + z2 + z3 ð39Þ
_zT = _z1 + _z2 + _z3 ð40Þ

where

_z1 =sa(Y2 � G1Y1 � jb)+sb(p1(x)+G1(Y2

� G1Y1 � jb)+y1)

_z2 =sc(Y4 � G2Y3 � jt)+sd(p2(x)+ q2(x)u

+G2(Y4 � G2Y3 � jt)+y4)

_z3 =se(Y6 � G3Y5 � jp)+sf(p3(x)+ q3(x)u

+G3(Y6 � G3Y5 � jp)+y7)
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For the convergence of total sliding mode surface
toward zero, according to sliding mode theory, the sur-
face zT based Lyapunov candidate can be defined, as
follows:

VT = 0:5ð Þz2T ð41Þ

Taking time derivative of Lyapunov candidate (41) and
further simplifying yields

_VT = zT
_zT

= zT½sa(Y2 � G1Y1 � jb)+sc(Y4 � G2Y3 � jt)

+se(Y6 � G3Y5 � jp)+sb(p1(x)+G1(Y2�G1Y1

� jb)+y1)+sd(p2(x)+G2(Y4�G2Y3�jt)+y4)

+sf(p3(x)+G3(Y6 � G3Y5 � jp)+y7)

+ (sdq2(x)+sfq3(x))u�
ð42Þ

Hence, the backstepping sliding mode control law can
be chosen as

u= � 1

sdq2(x)+sfq3(x)

sa(Y2 � G1Y1)+sc(Y4 � G2Y3)½
+se(Y6 � G3Y5)+sb(p1(x)+G1(Y2 � G1Y1)

+y1)+sd(p2(x)+G2(Y4 � G2Y3)+y4)

+sf(p3(x)+G3(Y6 � G3Y5)+y7)+- � sgn(zT)
+a � zT�

ð43Þ

where - . 0 and a . 0 are the gain constants. Now,
substituting u in equation (42) yields

_VT = zT �(sa +sb)jb � (sc +sd)jt � (se +sf)jp
�

� - � sgn(zT)� a � zT�
4� (sa +sb)hbzT�(sc+sd)htzT�(se +sf)hpzT

� - � zTj j � a � z2T
ð44Þ

Since the finite-time DO error system (22) is stable and
the estimated disturbance error is bounded by jbj j4hb,
jtj j4ht, and jp

�� ��4hp, where hb . 0, ht . 0, and hp . 0.
Hence, finite-time disturbance observer must have a
quick stable dynamic than the control scheme. In (44),
the derivative of Lyapunov candidate is negative defi-
nite, which means that the total sliding surface is
Lyapunov stable and the system dynamics will con-
verge to zero asymptotically.

DO based backstepping integral sliding mode control

According to ISMC theory, some of the small pertur-
bations and uncertainties show very sensitive behavior
into the SMC reaching phase of the nonlinear systems,

which generates undesirable results or even destabilize
the system. Thus, a free reaching phase sliding mode
surface was needed. To overcome this issue, an integral
term is preferred to include in the sliding manifold
which gives the guarantee of eliminated reaching phase.
For achieving further robustness of ISMC, we have
designed a disturbance observer-based backstepping
hierarchical integral sliding mode control algorithm. In
DO based BISMC case, the same procedure will be
repeated as like DO based BSMC. Three integral based
sub-sliding mode surfaces can be chosen from equa-
tions (33)–(35), as follows:

z1 =saY1 +sbY2 +sg

ð
Y1 ð45Þ

z2 =scY3 +sdY4 +sh

ð
Y3 ð46Þ

z3 =seY5 +sfY6 +si

ð
Y5 ð47Þ

where sa,sb,sc,sd,se,sf,sg,sh, and si are the posi-
tive backstepping integral sliding mode surface control
parameters. The total backstepping integral sliding
mode surface can be taken as

zT = z1 + z2 + z3 ð48Þ
_zT = _z1 + _z2 + _z3 ð49Þ

where

_z1 =sa(Y2 � G1Y1 � jb)+sb(p1(x)+G1(Y2

� G1Y1 � jb)+y1)+sgY1

_z2 =sc(Y4 � G2Y3 � jt)+sd(p2(x)+ q2(x)u

+G2(Y4 � G2Y3 � jt)+y4)+shY3

_z3 =se(Y6 � G3Y5 � jp)+sf(p3(x)+ q3(x)u

+G3(Y6 � G3Y5 � jp)+y7)+siY5

Defining a Lyapunov candidate based on surface zT, as
follows:

VT = 0:5ð Þz2T ð50Þ

Taking time derivative of Lyapunov candidate (50) and
further simplifying yields

_VT = zT
_zT

= zT½sa(Y2 � G1Y1 � jb)+sc(Y4 � G2Y3 � jt)

+se(Y6 � G3Y5 � jp)+sb(p1(x)+G1(Y2 � G1Y1

� jb)+y1)+sd(p2(x)+G2(Y4 � G2Y3 � jt)+y4)

+sf(p3(x)+G3(Y6 � G3Y5 � jp)+y7)+sgY1

+shY3 +siY5 + (sdq2(x)+sfq3(x))u�
ð51Þ

From equation (51), we can choose backstepping inte-
gral sliding mode control as follows:
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u= � 1

sdq2(x)+sfq3(x)
sa(Y2�G1Y1)+sc(Y4 � G2Y3)½

+se(Y6 � G3Y5)+sb(p1(x)+G1(Y2 � G1Y1)

+y1)+sd(p2(x)+G2(Y4 � G2Y3)+y4)+sgY1

+sf(p3(x)+G3(Y6 � G3Y5)+y7)+shY3 +siY5

+- � sgn(zT)+a � zT�
ð52Þ

where - . 0 and a . 0 are the gain constants. Now,
substituting u in equation (51) yields

_VT = zT �(sa +sb)jb � (sc +sd)jt � (se +sf)jp
�

�- � sgn(zT)� a � zT�
4� (sa +sb)hbzT � (sc+sd)htzT�(se+sf)hpzT

� - � zTj j � a � z2T
ð53Þ

where hb . 0, ht . 0, and hp . 0 for finite-time
bounded estimated disturbance error jbj j4hb, jtj j4ht,
and jp

�� ��4hp respectively. In (53), the derivative of
Lyapunov candidate is negative definite, which means
that the total sliding surface is Lyapunov stable and the
system dynamics will converge to zero asymptotically.

DO based backstepping nonsingular terminal sliding
mode control

To provide the finite time states convergence of the
nonlinear system without spending a large control
effort is the characteristic of the terminal sliding mode
control, while SMC and ISMC gives infinite time state
convergence. A precise sliding mode surface is designed
in TSMC and the role of control algorithm is to retain
the system on the designed surface. In different non-
linear systems, by using TSMC, a singularity problem
was occurred which can be resolved by following the
nonsingular terminal sliding mode control (NTSMC)
procedure in which a suitable fractional power is
selected in sliding mode surface. To enhance the robust-
ness of NTSMC, we have designed a disturbance
observer-based backstepping hierarchical nonsingular
terminal sliding mode control algorithm. The steps for
designing DO based BNTSMC of OFWT is also same
as like DOBBSMC, and DOBBISMC. Firstly, we have
to choose three backstepping nonsingular terminal-
based sub-sliding mode surfaces from equations (33)–
(35), as follows:

z1 =saY1 +sbY2 +
1

e1
Y

v1
w1

2 ð54Þ

z2 =scY3 +sdY4 +
1

e2
Y

v2
w2

4 ð55Þ

z3 =seY5 +sfY6 +
1

e3
Y

v3
w3

6 ð56Þ

where sa,sb,sc,sd,se,sf, e1, e2, and e3 are the positive
control parameters of backstepping nonsingular termi-
nal sliding mode surfaces, while v1,w1, v2,w2, v3, and w3

are the positive odd integers, which can be designed as
1\ v1

w1
\ 2, 1\ v2

w2
\ 2, and 1\ v3

w3
\ 2. The total

backstepping nonsingular terminal sliding mode sur-
face can be taken as

zT = z1 + z2 + z3 ð57Þ
_zT = _z1 + _z2 + _z3 ð58Þ

where

_z1 =sa(Y2 � G1Y1 � jb)+ zb(p1(x)+G1(Y2 � G1Y1

� jb)+y1)

_z2 =sc(Y4 � G2Y3 � jt)+ zt(p2(x)+G2(Y4 � G2Y3

� jt)+y4)+ ztq2(x)u

_z3 =se(Y6 � G3Y5 � jp)+ zp(p3(x)+G3(Y6 � G3Y5

� jp)+y7)+ zpq3(x)u

For simplicity, we have defined some parameters
J1 =

v1
e1w1

, J2 =
v2

e2w2
, J3 =

v3
e3w3

, z1 =
v1
w1
� 1, z2 =

v2
w2
� 1,

z3 =
v3
w3
� 1, zb =sb + J1Y

z1
2 , zt =sd + J2Y

z2
4 , and

zp =sf + J3Y
z3
6 . Now, defining a Lyapunov candidate

based on surface zT as follows:

VT = 0:5ð Þz2T ð59Þ

Taking time derivative of Lyapunov candidate (59) and
further simplifying yields

_VT = zT
_zT

= zT½sa(Y2 � G1Y1 � jb)+sc(Y4 � G2Y3 � jt)

+se(Y6 � G3Y5 � jp)+ zb(p1(x)+G1(Y2 � G1Y1

� jb)+y1)+ zt(p2(x)+G2(Y4 � G2Y3 � jt)+y4)

+ zp(p3(x)+G3(Y6 � G3Y5 � jp)+y7)+ (ztq2(x)

+ zpq3(x))u�
ð60Þ

From equation (60), we can choose backstepping non-
singular terminal sliding mode control as follows:

u= � 1

ztq2(x)+ zpq3(x)
½zb(p1(x)+G1(Y2 � G1Y1)+y1)

+sa(Y2 � G1Y1)+sc(Y4 � G2Y3)+se(Y6

� G3Y5)+ zt(p2(x)+G2(Y4 � G2Y3)+y4)

+ zp(p3(x)+G3(Y6 � G3Y5)+y7)

+- � sgn(zT) zTj jX +a � zT�
ð61Þ

where - . 0, a . 0 are the gain constants and
0\X\ 1. Now, substituting u in equation (60) yields

_VT = zT �(sa + zb)jb � (sc + zt)jt � (se + zp)jp
�

� - � sign(zT) zTj jX � a � zT�
4�(sa+zb)hbzT�(sc+zt)htzT�(se+zp)hpzT

� - � zTj jX+1 � a � z2T
ð62Þ
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where hb . 0, ht . 0, and hp . 0 for finite-time
bounded estimated disturbance error jbj j4hb, jtj j4ht,
and jp

�� ��4hp respectively. In (62), the derivative of
Lyapunov candidate is negative definite. From this, we
can concluded that the total sliding surface is Lyapunov
stable and it will not escape in finite time hence, the sys-
tem dynamics will converge to zero in finite time.

DO based backstepping integral nonsingular terminal
sliding mode control

The disturbance observer-based backstepping integral
nonsingular terminal sliding mode control is a new
modified form of disturbance observer-based backstep-
ping nonsingular terminal sliding mode control. For
designing such DO based BINTSMC technique, an
integral of backstepping state is added into the pro-
posed sliding surface for achieving fast finite time states
stability as well as to improve chattering effect. From
equations (33)–(35), three sub-sliding mode surfaces are
chosen for the proposed DO based hierarchical
BINTSMC, as follows:

z1 =saY1 +sbY2 +
1

e1
Y

v1
w1

2 +sg

ð
Y1 ð63Þ

z2 =scY3 +sdY4 +
1

e2
Y

v2
w2

4 +sh

ð
Y3 ð64Þ

z3 =seY5 +sfY6 +
1

e3
Y

v3
w3

6 +si

ð
Y5 ð65Þ

where sa,sb,sc,sd,se,sf,sg,sh,si, e1, e2, and e3 are
the positive control parameters of backstepping nonsin-
gular integral terminal sliding mode surfaces, while
v1,w1, v2,w2, v3, and w3 are the positive odd integers,
which can be designed as 1\ v1

w1
\ 2, 1\ v2

w2
\ 2, and

1\ v3
w3

\ 2. The total backstepping nonsingular inte-
gral terminal sliding mode surface can be taken as

zT = z1 + z2 + z3 ð66Þ
_zT = _z1 + _z2 + _z3 ð67Þ

where

_z1 =sa(Y2 � G1Y1 � jb)+ zb(p1(x)+G1(Y2 � G1Y1

� jb)+y1)+sgY1

_z2 =sc(Y4 � G2Y3 � jt)+ zt(p2(x)+G2(Y4 � G2Y3

� jt)+y4)+ ztq2(x)u+shY3

_z3 =se(Y6 � G3Y5 � jp)+ zp(p3(x)+G3(Y6 � G3Y5

� jp)+y7)+ zpq3(x)u+siY5

For simplicity, we have defined some parameters
J1 =

v1
e1w1

, J2 =
v2

e2w2
, J3 =

v3
e3w3

, z1 =
v1
w1
� 1, z2 =

v2
w2
� 1,

z3 =
v3
w3
� 1, zb =sb + J1Yz1

2 , zt =sd + J2Yz2
4 , and

zp =sf + J3Y
z3
6 . Now, defining a Lyapunov candidate

based on surface zT as follows:

VT = 0:5ð Þz2T ð68Þ

Taking time derivative of Lyapunov candidate (68) and
further simplifying yields

_VT = zT
_zT

= zT½sa(Y2 � G1Y1 � jb)+sc(Y4 � G2Y3 � jt)

+se(Y6 � G3Y5 � jp)+ zb(p1(x)+G1(Y2 � G1Y1

� jb)+y1)+ zt(p2(x)+G2(Y4 � G2Y3 � jt)+y4)

+ zp(p3(x)+G3(Y6 � G3Y5 � jp)+y7)+sgY1

+shY3 +siY5 + (ztq2(x)+ zpq3(x))u�
ð69Þ

From equation (69), we can choose backstepping non-
singular integral terminal sliding mode control as
follows:

u= � 1

ztq2(x)+ zpq3(x)
½zb(p1(x)+G1(Y2 � G1Y1)+y1)

+sa(Y2 � G1Y1)+sc(Y4 � G2Y3)+se(Y6

� G3Y5)+ zt(p2(x)+G2(Y4 � G2Y3)+y4)

+ zp(p3(x)+G3(Y6 � G3Y5)+y7)+sgY1 +shY3

+siY5 +- � sgn(zT) zTj jX +a � zT�
ð70Þ

where - . 0, a . 0 are the gain constants and
0\X\ 1. Now, substituting u in equation (69) yields

_VT = zT �(sa + zb)jb � (sc + zt)jt � (se + zp)jp
�

� - � sgn(zT) zTj jX � a � zT�
4� (sa + zb)hbzT � (sc + zt)htzT � (se + zp)hpzT

� - � zTj jX+1 � a � z2T
ð71Þ

where hb . 0, ht . 0, and hp . 0 for finite-time
bounded estimated disturbance error jbj j4hb, jtj j4ht,
and jp

�� ��4hp respectively. In (71), the derivative of
Lyapunov candidate is negative definite. From this, we
can concluded that the total sliding surface is Lyapunov
stable and it will not escape in finite time hence, the sys-
tem dynamics will converge to zero in finite time.

Simulation results and discussions

To validate the proposed TORA based barge-type
offshore floating wind turbine mathematical model
and to compare the performance of DOBBSMC,
DOBBISMC, DOBBNTSMC, and DOBBINTSMC
algorithms for the stabilization of proposed OFWT,
the simulations of close-loop control system are per-
formed on MATLAB/SIMULINK. As a switching
control, the chattering effect is the drawback of the
signum function. According to the integral sliding
mode control theory, for reducing this chattering effect
from traditional backstepping sliding mode control and
backstepping nonsingular terminal sliding mode con-
trol, we have taken integral terms into the sliding sur-
faces, which are based on the backstepping sates of
OFWT. The proposed OFWT parameters for the
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simulation study are described in Table 1. Since this
article aims to verify the mathematical model and pro-
posed model stabilization by applying different robust
control laws, it is assumed that the angles are perturbed
initially. Hence, the initial conditions are assumed as:
½xa xb xc xd xe xf�T = ½p=36 0 p=36 0 0 0�T:

From (a), (b), and (c) parts of Figure 3, it can be
seen that by applying the above initial conditions and
without control input, the barge-type platform, tower,
and AMD proof-mass go back to their equilibrium

position in 400 s, 400 s, and 630 s respectively, after a
certain amount of oscillations. Similarly, this model is
valid for all the assumptions described in the modeling
portion. To ensure the robustness property of all these
four controllers along with finite time disturbance
observer, a mismatched sinusoidal disturbance
ci(t)=5 sin (2pft) is integrated into the system, where
i= b, t, p, and f=15hertz. In Figure 4, to stabilize the
proposed OFWT, a comparison analysis is performed
between DOBBSMC, DOBBISMC, DOBBNTSMC,
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Figure 3. TORA based barge-type OFWT response without control input: (a) barge-type platform angle (ub), (b) tower angle (ut),
and (c) AMD proof-mass angle (up).
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and DOBBINTSMC. By using tuning parameters of
Table 2, all these four control inputs are separately
applied to AMD proof-mass actuator for controlling
OFWT vibration. The transient response and steady-
state response of AMD proof-mass state can be seen in
Figure 4(a), which shows that all the four control laws
have almost the same stabilization behavior with minor
differences. It can be seen that the amplitude of the first
peak of AMD proof-mass state for DOBBISMC and
DOBBINTSMC is less as compare to DOBBSMC and
DOBBNTSMC respectively. By using all these four
control laws, the AMD proof-mass state goes toward

its equilibrium position and become stable after 25 s
simultaneously. From Figure 4(b) and (c), we have
observed that, through controlling the angular position
of AMD proof-mass, we can able to control the tower
and barge-type platform oscillation within 14.5 s for all
four controlled input cases. All the four controlled
input torques with a comparison to each other are
shown in Figure 5, which are applied to the AMD
proof-mass actuator for achieving desired control
tasks. Here, we can see clearly that, unwanted chatter-
ing has occurred in all four control inputs with differ-
ent amplitudes. In Figure 5(a), the performance of
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Figure 4. TORA based barge-type OFWT response with DO based control input (DOBBSMC, DOBBISMC, DOBBNTSMC,
DOBBINTSMC): (a) AMD proof-mass angle (up), (b) tower angle (ut), and (c) barge-type platform angle (ub).
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DOBBISMC is better than DOBBSMC. In Figure
5(b), the performance of DOBBINTSMC is better than
DOBBNTSMC. In Figure 5(c), the performance of
DOBBISMC is better than DOBBINTSMC. Overall,
DOBBISMC performance is better than the other three
control inputs. Figure 6 shows the hierarchical total
sliding mode surfaces of the proposed OFWT model
for designing four control input laws. The disturbance
estimation of three subsystems of the proposed OFWT
model by using four disturbance observer-based con-
trol laws are shown in Figures 7 to 9. In the part (a) of
Figures 7 to 9 the sinusoidal disturbance is estimated
by finite time disturbance observer, which is almost
same for all the three subsystems of OFWT model with
following observer design constants, that is,
D0 =D1 =D2 =D3 =D4 =D5 =D6 =D7 =D8 =200,
where �h=10. The error of estimated disturbance to
the sinusoidal disturbance for four DO based control
laws are shown in (b) part of Figures 7 to 9. The esti-
mation error in the form of root mean square (RMS)

Table 2. Tuning parameters of DO based control strategies.

Parameters BSMC BISMC BNTSMC BINTSMC

sa 3 3 3 3
sb 1 1 1 1
sc 5 5 5 5
sd 1 1 1 1
se 2 2 2 2
sf 1 1 1 1
sg - 2 - 2
sh - 1 - 1
si - 4 - 4
G1 1 1 1 1
G2 3 3 3 3
G3 10 10 10 10
e1 = e2 - - 1 1
e3 - - 100 100
v1 = v2 = v3 - - 7 7
w1 = w2 = w3 - - 5 5
- 10 10 10 10
a 100 100 100 100
X - - 0.5 0.5
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Figure 5. Comparison of disturbance observer based control input: (a) DOBBSMC vs DOBBISMC, (b) DOBBNTSMC vs
DOBBINTSMC, and (c) DOBBISMC vs DOBBINTSMC.
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of all the subsystems for each control input is mention
in Table 3. It is evident from all these simulation
results that hierarchical DOBBSMC, DOBBISMC,
DOBBNTSMC, and DOBBINTSMC algorithms dealt

very efficiently with such a perturbed system.
Moreover, overall the DOBBISMC shows relatively
better performance in terms of transient and steady-
state response.
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Figure 6. Total sliding mode surface (zT) for designing DOBB-SMC, DOBBISMC, DOBBNTSMC, and DOBBINTSMC laws.

Figure 7. Disturbance estimation of the subsystem (platform) by using different control inputs: (a) estimated disturbance (ED) with
respect to disturbance (D) and (b) error of estimated disturbance with respect to disturbance.
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Figure 8. Disturbance estimation of the subsystem (tower) by using different control inputs: (a) estimated disturbance (ED) with
respect to disturbance (D) and (b) error of estimated disturbance with respect to disturbance.

Figure 9. Disturbance estimation of the subsystem (AMD proof-mass) by using different control inputs: (a) estimated disturbance
(ED) with respect to disturbance (D) and (b) error of estimated disturbance with respect to disturbance.
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Conclusion

In this paper, a new active control strategy (TORA) is
adopted in the barge-type offshore floating wind tur-
bine for the vibration mitigation purpose. The mathe-
matical model of the proposed TORA based barge-
type OFWT is established by using Lagrange equa-
tions. Before controlling the proposed OFWT, the sys-
tem equilibrium points are determined and then four
robust control algorithms (DOBBSMC, DOBBISMC,
DOBBNTSMC, DOBBINTSMC) are designed for the
proposed model stabilization in the presence of mis-
matched disturbances. The verification of the mathe-
matical model and comparative analysis of robust
control techniques are performed by using the standard
tool MATLAB/SIMULINK. For the comparison pur-
poses, through using the same control tuning para-
meters for all the four control strategies, we have
observed from simulation results that all four robust
control laws stabilized the proposed model simultane-
ously and overall DOBBISMC shows better perfor-
mance as compared to the other three control
strategies.
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